
George Hinkle

Contact Info:
georgewhinkle@gmail.com

Current residence:
Woodland, CA

Other places lived; which was favorite:
Davis, Modesto, Los Altos; Davis was favorite

If money/family/job posed no obstacles, where would you like to live
Davis, CA

Current marital status: Single
# of children: 3   # of grandchildren: 4   # of great-grandchildren: 1

If you are retired, from what and when did you retire:
Terra Nova - 1980

Are you still gainfully employed?  At what:   NO

How do you spend your non-work time: 
Volunteer - autistic schools in Woodland;   teaching dance as a fitness activity
along with strength training at a senior community center

Most exotic or interesting place you’ve traveled to:
South Pacific
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Best vacation ever, and why?
Touring Southwest US

Your “bucket” list - things you still want to do that you haven’t done yet:
More touring of South Pacific; see World Series

TECHNICAL SAVVY
Which of the following do you own or use: basic phone - calls only   X     
Smart phone      Tablet computer          Laptop computer         Desktop computer  
X   Smartwatch       Fitness Band    None of the above

In which of the following activities do you participate:   internet surfing      
Email  X  Computer/phone games     Facebook     Twitter    
Other social media          Fantasy sports 

Greetings to classmates:

Hello Fellow Tigers:

Well, it’s been a few years since we last got together, but for me, those years
have been filled with wonderful experiences.  From Modesto I moved to Davis,
home of U.C. Davis; got involved in community activities, got involved in work with
the Senior Commission, the Cancer Society Relay with UC Davis, and ultimately
the City, as well as in Woodland, San Francisco, and Auburn being part of the
entertainment program with my tap dancing.

Got certified as a fitness trainer mainly working with seniors making use of my
ballroom dancing and calling it Moving with Music - working with some people 90
plus years old.  My latest is a program called Commit 2 Fit, a City activity
program.

My most challenging activity is entertaining autistic kids twice a month, and
starting in the September year a Head Start Program along with Early Childhood
Education program to close the gap between kindergarten and first grade.

A year ago I looked at and later moved to a Senior Village here in Woodland, a
real life style change from the town house living covering everything from meals,
housekeeping, yard work and most transportation to shopping - this last one I like
best.

Right now I’m trying to get the rest of my family to change the date for our family
reunion as I missed theirs in favor of going to the Class of 65's last one - and they
reminded me of that.
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And I was looking forward to seeing everyone and telling you all what it feels like
to be 94 years old (as of June 19 ).  (Jean - remember my 80  - the picture stillth th

has an important place on the wall.)

Just in case I can’t make it to the reunion, HAVE A GOOD ONE!

George
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